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Do not like the controls. Tried to like it but just not feeling it. If you like Stardew Valley, you will be disappointed by this.

World's Dawn developer let's play : Hey all! As a way to decompress and stay connected with the community after my recent
diagnosis and ongoing treatment, I decided to sit down with a good friend and record a World's Dawn developer let's play!
We're planning to share behind-the-scenes stories, community comments, and laughs aplenty as we revisit the game I care so
deeply about. Check out the first episode and let me know what you think: I've never done any of this sort of casual content
before, so any and all feedback is appreciated! I'd love to get the community involved and make this series a fun, cozy return to
Sugar Blossom for anyone who could use a little levity in their lives.. A Story Beside up on Steam : Hello all, A Story Beside
now has its own page on Steam! This is my follow-up to World's Dawn, planned for release in late 2018. For anyone who hasn't
been following the project, it's a narrative-driven adventure game set in a magical fantasy world and starring an ordinary
innkeeper. There's lots more information on the Steam page, including screenshots and the newest official trailer for those who
missed it. Thank you as always for your enthusiasm and support! I'm working really hard on this new game and the positive
energy from the humble World's Dawn community keeps me going. I appreciate all of you so much =) [facebook.com] All the
best, David Grund. First update and patch notes : Hello all! I just uploaded a new build of the game that should address many of
the issues that have been reported in the first few days. PATCH NOTES Sprinting now takes half as much energy as it did
before. This should help you run around town and not worry so much about conserving energy. In addition, the draining sound
effect has been removed until you're dangerously close to fainting. You can now exit the game by using your Pocket Diary and
selecting the bottom option. Barley won't accept Piping Stew during festivals anymore. To those of you who missed out on
completing his quest because of this, I will be contacting you directly with a way to get more stew! After you drink too much
and pass out, Quint will still take you to the Guard House, but you'll now be able to get up from the bed. Mixing fruit juice +
pure water will no longer give you an extra bottle, and mixing pixie pollen + crushed herb will give you ground nature instead of
herbal mix. Male players will no longer receive a second pair of Denim Tucks for winning the LockBall Bash. Digging in the
same spot after your dog barks will no longer yield unlimited coins. Minor graphical improvements have been made such as
different colored seed bags and painting icons. OUTSTANDING ISSUES The F12 key restarts and/or crashes the game. I am
fully aware of this issue (which is caused by the RPG Maker engine) and am working on a solution. In the meantime, if you
would like to use the Steam screenshot function, you can reassign your screenshot key in your Steam settings. Sorry for the
trouble! Steam overlay and achievement features are still not working properly for a small percentage of players. I'm unsure of
the reason for this but am working on finding a fix. Controller options are far from perfect (the lack of d-pad movement
especially). I'm working on it, but I don't want to make any promises. it may be best just to use a keyboard if you are having
issues. I am planning to continue updating World's Dawn for the foreseeable future, so please continue to report any small
annoyances or bugs you come across.. New marriage candidates! : Hello all! I'm happy to announce that due to popular demand,
Quint and Senah are now marriage candidates! These were two of the most requested additions since the game first launched
and I'm hoping they'll give old players a reason to revisit Sugar Blossom Village. As for new players? World's Dawn is a
whopping 75% OFF as part of the Steam Winter Sale, so it's never been cheaper or easier to jump in! I really hope this steep
discount will encourage new folks who might be on the fence to try the game out. And I really appreciate any help you can offer
spreading the word to friends and family this holiday season This has been an amazing year for me since releasing this game last
January. I'm a one-man development team without the support of a studio or publisher so the love and enthusiasm the
community has shown World's Dawn has truly kept me going. There are big things in store (including a new project which I'll be
officially unveiling soon!) and it's all thanks to you Sugar Blossom villagers.. Summer Sale and future updates : Hello all! I
wanted to let everyone know that World's Dawn will be 40% OFF until the end of the Summer Sale! I am very happy to be
participating in my first big Steam sale, and hope the discount will motivate new players to jump in about 5 months after
release. World's Dawn is a passion project, born from a love of the Harvest Moon series and developed entirely by yours truly in
my spare time. The game was received very warmly and I'm extremely grateful to the Steam community for embracing my little
farming sim. It has done well, but unfortunately not quite well enough to fully support its own continued development. so it's
still a project I'm only able to work on during my spare hours. I know that's not much of an excuse for the lack of updates these
past few months, but I want everyone to know I certainly haven't given up on making World's Dawn better. I simply haven't had
much time to do so! That said, I wanted to give you a sneak peak of the next big update, which will include the much-requested
addition of new marriage candidates Quint and Senah! I don't have a release date for this content update quite yet, but I promise
you won't have to wait too long. There will be other additions to the game included, though I'm not quite ready to announce all
of them yet. Thank you so much for playing World's Dawn and for your continued support of this project! I would really
appreciate any and all help you're able to give spreading the word during the Summer Sale and beyond =) All the best, David
Grund Wayward Prophet [waywardprophet.com]
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